This is a free English translation. The French text is the authentic one and takes precedence.

2019 Summer Camps (July/August) for the children of UN Geneva staff
organized by MJSR
5 days of activities between lakes, cities and mountains proposed by the MJSR.
Together, the children explore, discover or rediscover sports, fun, cultural and connecting activities!
Every day is different: activities on water, in the forest, in the mountains, but also urban days with
visits to museums. Throughout the week, an animation team (1 adult for every 5 children) accompanies
the children.
Week proposed by the MJSR and its Animascience program (exact schedule to be announced later):



One day on the water in Geneva: rafting on the Arve or canoeing on the Rhône + Animascience
recreational-scientific workshop on the theme of water. Lunch picnic taken on the banks of the
Rhône.
One day of sensations in St-Cergue: cani-hiking (3-4 km walk depending on the children's aptitude
with sled dogs) + archery on target and 3D course in the forest with 21 stations. Lunch picnic taken
in the middle of the forest.



One cultural day in Lausanne: guided tour and activities at the Inventions Area + visit to the
Olympic Museum. Lunch picnic by the lake.



One day of fun in the French Jura: tobogganing on rails and/or adventure course (depending on
the age of the children) in the middle of the forest. Lunch picnic taken in the middle of nature.



One Chaplin day in Vevey: visit of the Chaplin Museum + visit of Vevey at the time of the
Winegrowers' Day. Picnic or lunch taken in Vevey.

Important information :


Ages: 5 to 12 years old



Between 10 and 15 children per week



Timetable: start of the day at 8:30 a.m. / end of the day around 5:3 6 p.m.



Morning and evening meeting place: United Nations (specific location to be announced later)



The days take place regardless of the weather



The price of CHF 650.00 includes activities for the 5 days of the week (Monday to Friday), travel,
picnics or lunch, drinks. It can only be paid online when you register



Registration deadlines: until 17 May / 14 June 2019.

What to bring


Plan and provide practical and weather-sensitive clothing. Children must bring with them each of
the following:
 seasonal jacket
 swimsuit + towel + sleeves to go in the water if necessary for the day on the water in Geneva
 underwear, sweater and spare pants for the day on the water in Geneva
 small backpack + water bottle
 sunscreen + lipstick + sunglasses
 cap or hat
 any medicines (with instructions and dosage) that the child should take
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Registration conditions and important information:


Registration is only done via the website.



Registrations are taken into account in the order of arrival.



A minimum of 10 children per week is required; if this minimum is not reached by May 17 (for the
July week) or by 14 June (for the August week), the programme will be cancelled and the CHF 650.00
refunded within 20 days.



Any cancellation by a parent must be communicated to the MJSR: Isabelle Mayor, 079 409 28 34 or
animation@mjsr.ch.



In case of cancellation by a parent, or dismissal of a child due to inappropriate behaviour disrupting
the group activities, no refunds apply.



Participants must follow the instructions given by the instructors and comply with usual rules of
safety and caution.



Each participant must be insured against sickness and accident and have liability insurance for any
damage he may cause to third parties for movable and immovable objects.



The facilitation team takes all useful decisions concerning the participants, especially if emergency
measures are required due to their state of health. In the event of disagreement on this principle as
well as in the event of particular problems concerning the health or behaviour of the child, the legal
representative must inform the MJSR: Isabelle Mayor, 079 409 28 34 or animation@mjsr.ch.



We decline any responsibility in case of theft, loss or damage to the participant's personal belongings.



Electronic games, IPod, MP3, etc., which are expensive and can disrupt group activities, are not
allowed; for those who would not follow this instruction, the organizer declines any responsibility in
the event of loss, theft or damage.



The MJSR also declines any responsibility for damage caused by a participant, voluntarily or
involuntarily, to objects or third parties.



Any malicious taking and/or use, in particular of videos or photos, by the participant, will be reported
to the juvenile-competent authorities.



Objects likely to affect the physical safety of participants are not allowed (e.g. knives) and will be
immediately confiscated by the animation team.



Our animation teams will have professional telephone access in case of difficulties.



For any possible dispute, Swiss law is applicable, the place of jurisdiction being Geneva.

